Toward understanding allosteric activation of thrombin: a conjecture for important roles of unbound Na(+) molecules around thrombin.
We shed light on important roles of unbound Na(+) molecules in enzymatic activation of thrombin. Molecular mechanism of Na(+)-activation of thrombin has been discussed in the context of allostery. However, the recent challenge to redesign K(+)-activated thrombin revealed that the allosteric interaction is insufficient to explain the mechanism. Under these circumstances, we have examined the roles of unbound Na(+) molecule in maximization of thrombin-substrate association reaction rate. We performed all-atomic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of thrombin in the presence of three different cations; Li(+), Na(+), and Cs(+). Although these cations are commonly observed in the vicinity of the S1-pocket of thrombin, smaller cations are distributed more densely and extensively than larger ones. This suggests the two observation rules: (i) thrombin surrounded by Na(+) is at an advantage in the initial step of association reaction, namely, the formation of an encounter complex ensemble, and (ii) the presence of Na(+) molecules does not necessarily have an advantage in the final step of association reaction, namely, the formation of the stereospecific complex. In conclusion, we propose a conjecture that unbound Na(+) molecules also affect the maximization of rate constant of thrombin-substrate association reaction through optimally forming an encounter complex ensemble.